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Powered by the new Intel Core i7-13700KF 13th Gen Raptor Lake processor, 
the new Yari X13-02 offers incredible definition for gamers who want a 

powerful experience!
Thanks to Intel’s Hyper-Threading the core-count is effectively doubled, to 
24 threads. Intel® Core™ i7-13700KF has 30MB of L3 cache and operates at 
3.4 GHz by default, but can boost up to 5.4 GHz, depending on the workload.

PERFORMANCE WHERE YOU NEED IT PERFECT VIEW INSIDE YOUR PC
If you're pushing the limits in your gaming, live streaming, or working with 
large animations and 3D rendering then the Yari X13-02 with 32GB - DDR5 
5200MHz memory is what's needed to take it up a notch while unleashing 

performance no matter how extreme things get on any platform  
Equipped with 1TB NVMe SSD plus a 2TB - 3.5” Hard Drive  not only will it 

keep your PC ticking along nicely, but it'll also ensure that your load times 
are as low as possible.

POWERFUL CONNECTIVITY FOR A POWERFUL PERFORMANCE
Pushing your rig to be max, we equipped our Yari X13-02 with a powerful Intel 

Z790 motherboard to improve system performance with even higher clock 
speeds, more cores and support for faster DDR5 memory than ever before  and 
prepared for this onslaught with enhanced performance tuning, cooling, power 

delivery and connectivity. 

SETTING THE STAGE TO BREAK ALL LIMITS
We equipped our Yari X13-02 with a powerful 850W 80 PLUS Gold power 
source that provides energy efficiency and reduces consumption.The 
240mm AIO Liquid Cooling system ensures superior cooling for optimal heat 
dissipation while 6 powerful preinstalled ARGB fans provide ultimate airflow 
for the best performance without hotspot or lagging issues on any PC game!
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Core i7 13700KF
Z790
32GB DDR5 5200MHz
GEFORCE RTX 3070 Ti
7500619010023

850W 80 + Gold
1TB NVMe SSD
2TB - 3.5” HDD
Windows 11 Home
YEYIAN Shield - Silver
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